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US-Russia “Diplomacy” in Crisis: “War Will be upon
Us, a War that Cannot be Won. The Insanity must
Stop. Now”
Finally the Russians Have Caught on That Negotiation with Washington Is
Pointless
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If the Western peoples and the corrupt EU, UK, Canadian, Japanese, and Australian political
puppets don’t wake up ASAP, war will be upon us, a war that cannot be won.

The criminal neoconservatives must immediately be removed from power in Washington
before the insane fools start World War 3. The CIA and the Pentagon must be put under tight
constraints. And Donald Trump needs a massive trustworthy security guard. The European
governments need to immediately disband the NATO alliance. Life on the planet is at stake.

No more provocations from Washington. Period. The insanity must stop. Now.

http://www.fort-russ.com/2016/09/lavrov-makes-history-ceasefires-were.html
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He is a frequent contributor to Global Research. Dr.
Roberts can be reached at http://paulcraigroberts.org
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